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ABSTRACT
With the increased penetration of LTE and LTE-Advanced into the
telecommunication market, many efforts have been made to in-
crease the wireless coverage and extend it to previously inacces-
sible environments. Femtocells have been introduced in order to
provide such coverage amelioration for regions where connectivity
is reduced due to interference and signal attenuation issues. In this
paper, we introduce a decision policy that takes into account the
mobility aspect by considering the velocity of mobile stations and
their cell-residence time in order to lessen excessive handoff and
improve the overall network performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The exponentially growing need for bandwidth coupled with the di-
verse QoS requirements have created a variety of technologies and
standards. One of those standards is the Long Term Evolution of
UMTS, which represents one of the latest steps of providing con-
nectivity to mobile systems. Voice communication was, for a long
time, the focus of mobile communication. With the birth of new
multimedia services, the emphasis has shifted in favor of data trans-
fer. The 3rd Generation Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
(WCDMA) that have been chosen as the modulation of choice for
3GPP and its successor, known as Long Term Evolution are the cul-
mination of effort to reach the goal stated in the previous paragraph.
As the first specialized packet switched data service oriented, LTE
had voice become just another data service thus bringing full re-
altime multimedia experience to reality. LTE is one of the lead-
ing technologies, as it targets the overall network throughput opti-
mization while giving a special attention to QoS requirement. LTE-
Advanced, a reiteration of LTE, improves user throughput and the
global network capacity while allowing full mobility. The spectral
resources are divided into several blocks named Resource Blocks
(RB) or tiles. Those resource blocks are shared between the mo-
bile stations and allocated using a scheduler, which role is to or-
ganize the access to the aforementioned blocks using several rules
or heuristics. This strategy is centralized and, thus, may be glob-
ally optimal. Additionally, the diversity in the channel condition
for each mobile user (multipath, fading, etc...) might have an ad-
verse impact on the global performance of the network. A possible
solution to this problem is the decentralization of scheduling, orga-
nizing the network into hierarchy, or both. LTE-advance provides

such a solution: subdividing access points into two hierarchically
distinct groups, which are macrocells and femtocells. Macrocell
play the role of a classical access-point, while femtocell have either
the role of an active relay, or behave as a wireless hub. Femtocells
and the conventional macrocells are seen as isolated networks, with
the only interaction between them is hand-over negotiations. Fem-
tocells could also be seen as a network coverage extension tools,
as their small size and low power consumption they can reach ar-
eas that were, in the past, inaccessible to base station such as in-
side metal reinforced concrete and metal sheet buildings. Femto-
cell access points are referred to as home NodeB (HNB) in Uni-
versal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), according to
the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), and as Home eN-
odeB (HeNB) in LTE[1][2]. In the context of macrocell/femtocell
networks, the handover decision could be decentralized or central-
ized, according to the scheduling and resource sharing policy. Fem-
tocell Access Points (FAP) could be in the thousands for a handful
of macrocell, which makes the handover decision even harder and
more resource hungry[3]. In this paper we present a novel handover
decision policy that should alleviate some of the classical bottle-
necks and that is decentralized and takes into account the nature
of the transmission channel (the multipath aspect mainly). This pa-
per is divided into three sections. In the first section we will give
a glimpse of the curret development in LTE and femtocell archi-
tectures. The second section will be dedicated to the formulation
of the problem on hand and will be concluded by a mathematical
model of our study case. The simulation and theoretical results will
be the subject of the next section. This paper will be concluded by
a discussion of the obtained results.

2. LTE TECHNOLOGY
We consider a mobile wireless cellular network in which mobile
terminals and base stations implement an OFDMA air interface
based on 3GPP/LTE downlink specification [4] [5]. Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplex (OFDM) is the core of LTE down-
link transmission [6] [7].
The OFDM symbols are partitioned into physical Resource Blocks
(RBs), each consisting of 12 contiguous sub-carriers for 7 consec-
utive OFDM symbols. Therefore, 50 RBs each having 10MHz are
allocated for data transmission [8].
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Fig. 1. LTE downlink physical resource grid

LTE downlink physical resource can be represented as a time-
frequency resource grid as depicted in the Figure 1 [9]. The dura-
tion of a Resource Block (RB) is 0.5 msec (one slot) and its band-
width is 180 kHz (12 subcarriers). It is a straightforward to see
that each RB has 12x7 = 84 resource elements in the case of nor-
mal cyclic prefix and 12x6 = 72 resource elements in the case of
extended cyclic prefix. The basic LTE downlink physical resource
can be seen as a time-frequency grid [9].

3. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider one macrocell, with a BS located at the center of each
hexagonal coverage area. M macro-users are randomly located in-
side the macro coverage area. The macrocell is deployed in an ur-
ban area, which is characterized by a dense building environment
in addition to the increased mobility of the users, and coexists with
femtocells.
Each femtocell provides service to its N associated femtousers.
We consider that the total bandwidth Bw is divided into subchan-
nels which individual width is ∆f . Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols are grouped into RBs [10].
Both macrocells and femtocells share the same frequency band and
have the same amount R of available RBs, which allows to in-
creases the spectral efficiency per area through spatial frequency
re-use or in different band ”dedicated channel”. Fading would have,
then, a positive impact as the deteriorated signal would not interfere
greatly with the nearby station using the same RB. We focus only
on the downlink operation. In this work we consider the case of hy-
brid mode where users are categorized according to their assigned
priorities:

—P1: The highest priority, reserved for the femtocell owner; P1-
UE.

—P2: The medium priority, assigned to other provider clients; P2-
UE.

—P3: the lowest priority level, to any guest user belonging to an-
other provider for example; P3-UE.
Since frequency spectrum costs are high and spectrum is limited,
the spectrum efficiency can be increased by higher reuse of the
existing frequencies through cell-size reduction, from Macro-
to Femtocells with a macro overlay network. The topics to be
addressed in future research are all connected to interference-
limited transmission with full frequency reuse.

These include CQI, QoS and interference-aware scheduling and
RRM with user-grouping, coordinated RRM, exploiting the spa-
tial degrees of freedoms from multi-antenna systems and FDMA
through beamforming techniques, active interference manage-
ment and CoMP transmission, as well as carrier aggregation for
multi-band transmission. These topics have to be evaluated in the
context of multi-user transmission in system-level environments.

Fig. 2. Handover scenario in femtocell networks

To alleviate interference, one typical solution is to divide the
entire available spectrum into several frequency bands and the
femto-network use different frequency band other than those of
the Macro-network (Figure 2). This deployment is referred to the
”dedicated channel” deployment. However, the performance of
this solution is limited by the assigned bandwidth, which makes
it infeasible to be applied to the dense femto-networks deploy-
ment where each femto-network can only utilize a very lim-
ited bandwidth. As a result, a practical solution turns to be the
co-channel deployment where femto networks and the Macro-
network share all available spectrum.
To mitigate interference in the co-channel deployment, dynami-
cally power adapting schemes in femto-networks had been con-
sidered effective to alleviate interference. Another way to do is
through dynamic resources allocation method in each femtocell:
Given the total available bandwidth Bfem at the eNodeB, we as-
sociate to each class of priority users (P1, P2 and P3) its corre-
sponding chunk of bandwidth derived from Bfem. i.e. B1 for P1
class, B2 for P2 class and B3 for P3. In a previous work [11],
a game theory negotiation using Shapley value has been used to
carry out a fair bandwidth distribution among priority classes.
A cooperative game is a game where groups of players (”coali-
tions”) may enforce cooperative behavior, hence the game is a
competition between coalitions of players, rather than between
individual players. This discipline concerns the behavior of deci-
sion makers (players) whose decisions affect each other. A coop-
erative game consists of a player list and characteristic function.
Given a set of players N, the players should form a coalition to
transfer benefits among them [12].
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In a bandwidth allocation game, the priority classes represent
the players who benefits from capacity C. All the classes form
a coalition to get the benefit C. Under-loaded classes cooperates
with overload classes, giving way unused capacity.

4. CAPACITY METRIC
The conventional way is through Received Signal Strength
(RSS) .The RSSs are measured over time and the base station
with strongest signal is chosen to handoff. Due to signal fluctua-
tions, several handoffs may be requested while first BSs RSS is
still sufficient to serve the mobile. These unnecessary handoffs
are known as the ping-pong effect. As the number of handoffs
increase, forced termination probability and network load also
increases. Therefore, handoff techniques should avoid unneces-
sary handoffs. The second way is capacity-based handoff users
connect to the cell that offers better capacity in terms of band-
width [13]. In this paper, a handoff strategy that gives priority
to how well the energy is being spent is introduced as the per-
energy capacity based handoff.

4.1 Capacity
One of the main characteristics of the link between the base
station and the users to be considered is the capacity. The ca-
pacity calculation is presented in different ways depending on:
the bandwidth allocation strategy used, the users cell nature
(macro or femtocell); and the users priorities. These definitions
are mathematically expressed in (1)- (2) based on Shannon for-
mula in mono-channel scenario. In co-channel operation strat-
egy, the total bandwidth is shared (B = Bmac = Bfem) and
more interference is present. The capacities for users connected
to femtocell (Cf) and macrocell (Cm) respectively are calculated
by:

Cf =
Bfem
N

log(1 +
NPf

If + Imac +Bfem
T0
N

) (1)

Cm =
Bmac
M

log(1 +
NPf

Ifem +Bmacj
T0
N

) (2)

Where Imac and If are the interference coming from the macro
station and surrounding femtocells (respectively) that affects the
users connected to the femtocell, and Ifem is the interference
that affects users connected to the macrocell coming from sur-
rounding femtocells. M is the number of users connected to the
macrocell.

4.2 Velocity
Given a mobile, traveling with an average speed v in a hetero-
geneous macro-femtocell environment for a distance d, a valid
macro/femto or femto-femto handover occurs if v is bounded by
(5).Otherwise the mobile must remain attached to the macrocell:

v <
d(Cf − Cm)

CfL
(3)

where, L is the handover latency.
Conventional handoff is not applicable when a mobile user is
moving with a very high velocity [14]. As a user moves with
a very high velocity it undergoes huge number of macro/femto
handoff within a very short period of time. The overhead of the
macro BS thus increases unnecessarily. Hence, in this paper we

have considered a velocity threshold V th. Thus the unnecessary
handoff is eliminated and improved QoS is guaranteed.

5. PER-PRIORITY CAPACITY
Lets now introduce user classes into the capacity evaluation.
User with higher priority should be given better preference by the
femtocell. Thats why; we change the femto capacity according
to the following equation by adding priority class differentiation.
When the roaming user priority is Pk then:

Cf =
∑
j=1...k

Pj∑
i=1...Pj

×
Bj
Nj

log(1 +
NjPf

If + Imac +Bj
T0
N

)

(4)
Where Nj is the number of connected Pj-UE to the femtocell,
and Bj the chunk of bandwidth dedicated to Pj class. Each term
in the addition is moderated by the priority of user-class so that
to give more importance to P1 users than P2 and respectively P3.
In this way, we considered a context-aware handover selection
method because the metric C is multi-criteria parameter from ter-
minal and network sides. (6) reflects macro-to-femto and femto-
to-femto interferences, bandwidth capacity, user priority accord-
ing to the femtocell (the owner of the femto will be preferred to
other client) and energy consumption.
However, for the macro-cell the capacity remains unchanged:

Cm =
Bmac
M

log(1 +
Pm

Ifem +Bmacj T0
M

) (5)

The proposed solution could be used as well for femto-femto
handoff or Macro-femto handoff. The user has to compare sim-
ply the capacity (4) and (6) in case of a vertical handoff.

5.1 Decision
Let a mobile be connected to a source network, entering the wire-
less range of a Candidate base station (C). In this heterogeneous
scenario, we model the decision metric between the two time
instants tin and tout, as a positive range function β, defined as:

B = α× (Cc − λ) × (∆T − L) + (1 − α) × Cs∆T (6)

Where α is an indicator function, such that α = 1 when a han-
dover is executed, and zero otherwise. ∆T is the cell residential
time. Since during the traveling time of a mobile it is desirable
to maximize capacity, our technique initiates an handover only
when it is valid, that is when βα=1 > βα=0 and so when the
inequality:

Cc >
Csource

1 − L
∆T

+ λ (7)

In (7) λ is a hysteresis factor introduced to avoid handover oc-
currence when the two competing networks have negligible ca-
pacity difference. From (7), we note how switching decisions
may not be necessary even though the bandwidth BCN is higher
than BSN. Switching becomes necessary only if the time that
the mobile will spend in the cell with higher bandwidth is long
enough to compensate for the data loss due to the switching over-
head, namely, only if L < ∆T holds. This observation leads to
the conclusion that the throughput is influenced not only by the
bandwidth of the considered technologies, but by a larger set of
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Fig. 3. Gain versus Velocity

Fig. 4. Successful handover rate

parameters: the crossing time, the vehicle speed, and the over-
head of the control-plane protocols adopted (handover latency)
and interference.
Figure 3 shows the gain in function of velocity, using a Monte-
carlo simulation, and we can clearly see that the gain diminishes
when the velocity increases. A low gain, in our case, means that
no handoff should take place, as the mobile station is almost sta-
tionary. In higher velocities, handover becomes a necessity, as
the mobile station would be leaving the coverage area soon. But,
if the velocity is too high, then theres no need to begin the han-
dover process, as it may last more than the time necessary to
leave the coverage area.

6. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we assess the effectiveness of the proposed per-
priority capacity. We consider a scenario in which 30 cellular
users are deployed in the macrocell area. At the beginning of
each run, users are randomly deployed in the macrocell region.
Figure 4 shows the impact of the per-energy capacity with user
priority calculation on the handover behavior. A successful han-
dover is considered as so if the user connect to a new femtocell
while he is satisfied by the offered QoS (bandwidth, interference,
energy). The new proposed approach is better than conventional
one that is only based on RSS level.
In figure 5 note that for our decision criterion, the throughput
is noticeably better in function of wideband SINR than with-
out it. This proves that optimizing the handoff decision to with-

Fig. 5. Average UE throughput with and without decision improvement

Fig. 6. New call blocking probability

stand variations within mobile station velocities is beneficial to
the overall network performance.
In the next simulation (figure 6), we present the effect of the new
capacity metric on new call admission. As you can see this of
course regular best the system by blocking new calls and gives
better priority to already connected users then classical schema
based on RSS. The resource management of the networks is then
best monitored.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new velocity aware handoff
strategy based on a novel metric that which reduces the unnec-
essary handoff in hierarchical macro/femto networks while im-
proving the overall network performance throughput-wise. This
implies a reduction in handoff related energy consumption while
maintaining the QoS requirements.
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